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Abstract In this extended abstract, we describe our ongoing research of
applying weighted combined axiomatic preferences to improve the search
result rankings for argumentative queries, i.e., queries for which the results should include good argumentation.
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Introduction

The general task of information retrieval is to rank documents that help a user
answer their information need expressed as a query. In case of argumentative
queries (i.e., explicitly or implicitly asking for argumentation), the ranking must
not only consider the topical relevance of a document but also the logical cogency,
convincingness, and rhetorical quality of the contained arguments [16, 1, 2].
A line of research in information retrieval that theoretically analyzes constraints for good rankings is the axiomatic approach. Over the last two decades
over 20 basic constraints were formulated as so-called “axioms”. For example,
the axiom TFC1 states that, from two documents of the same length, a good
ranking must rank higher the document with more query term occurrences [5].
Besides theoretically analyzing several retrieval models, the suggested axioms
have recently also been used in more practical scenarios: (1) re-ranking an initial baseline ranking according to combined and weighted axiom preferences [6],
(2) using axiom decisions as regularization loss in neural ranking models [13],
and (3) explaining neural ranker preferences by axiom combinations [11, 3, 15].
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Retrieval Axioms for Argumentativeness

Applying the axiomatic re-ranking approach [6], our idea for argumentative
queries is to re-rank argument-agnostic baseline retrieval results according to
the preferences of axioms that focus on argumentativeness and writing style. In
our current prototype, we have implemented the following four such axioms.
Axiom ArgUC (Argumentative Units Count)
Idea: Favor documents with more argumentative units.
Formalization: Let q be an argumentative query, d1 and d2 be two retrieved
documents, and let count arg (d) be the number of argumentative units in
document d. If length(d1 ) = length(d2 ) and count arg (d1 ) > count arg (d2 ),
then d1 >ArgUC d2 .

Axiom QTArg (Query Term Occurrence in Argumentative Units)
Idea: Favor documents with query terms in / closer to argumentative units.
Formalization: Let q = {t} be an argumentative single-term query, d1 and
d2 be two retrieved documents, and let Ad be the set of argumentative units
of document d. If length(d1 ) = length(d2 ) and t ∈ a for some a ∈ Ad1 but
t∈
/ a0 for all a0 ∈ Ad2 , then d1 >QTArg d2 .
Axiom QTPArg (Query Term Position in Argumentative Units)
Idea: Favor documents where the first occurrence of a query term in an argumentative unit is closer to the beginning of the document. (General observation for retrieval: query terms occur “earlier” in relevant documents [14, 9].)
Formalization: Let q = {t} be an argumentative single-term query, d1 and d2 be
two retrieved documents, and let 1st pos(t, d) be the first position of term t
in an argumentative unit of document d. If length(d1 ) = length(d2 ) and if
1st pos(t, d1 ) < 1st pos(t, d2 ), then d1 >QTPArg d2 .
Axiom aSL (Average Sentence Length)
Idea: Favor documents with avg. sentence length between 12 and 20 words.
(General observation for text readability / good writing style [8, 10].)
Formalization: Let q be an argumentative query, d1 and d2 be two retrieved
documents, and let sentLength(d) be the average sentence length (in words)
of document d. If length(d1 ) = length(d2 ), 12 ≤ sentLength(d1 ) ≤ 20, and
sentLength(d2 ) < 12 or sentLength(d2 ) > 20, then d1 >aSL d2 .
As also previous studies suggested [6, 15, 3], we relax the axioms’ document
length preconditions in the actual re-ranking pipeline to consider documents with
a length difference of at most 10% as of the same length, and extend the singleterm query axioms to also cover multi-term queries. To identify argumentative
units in documents (i.e., claims and premises), we use the TARGER toolkit [4].1
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Evaluation

We have evaluated our argumentative re-ranking pipeline in the scenarios of two
TREC tracks:2 the TREC 2018 Common Core track (Washington Post corpus;
728,626 news articles) and the TREC 2019 Decision track (ClueWeb12-B13 corpus; 52,343,021 English web pages). From the 50 topics for each of these tracks,
we have manually selected the ones that could be interpreted as argumentative
queries in the sense that results with good argumentation could be more helpful.
As the initial argumentation-agnostic retrieval model, we use BM25F [12],
a variant of BM25 that can take multiple fields into account such that query
term matches in the title can be weighted higher than in the body. In addition
to the four argumentativeness axioms, we also employ an axiom ORIG [6] that
simply returns the preferences corresponding to the baseline retrieval system’s
ranking. For every pair of documents in the top-50 results of the BM25F baseline,
1
2

https://demo.webis.de/targer/
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a weighted linear combination of the axiom preferences then is used to decide
whether the documents’ order should be swapped (note that some document
pairs might not yield an axiom preference). We manually apply the following
three weighting schemes.
Equal Weights: All axioms get the same weight. This way, any agreement
of the preferences of a pair of the new axioms may overrule the ORIG axiom
preference when no other axiom “supports” the ORIG preference.
Majority Voting: The axioms are assigned weights such that document pairs
are re-ranked iff the majority of the new axioms (at least 3 out of 4 axioms)
agree to overrule the ORIG preference.
Total Agreement: The axioms are assigned weights such that document pairs
are re-ranked only when all the new axioms agree. It is not necessary for all
axioms to have the same weight, although all of them have to be in agreement
to overrule the ORIG axiom.
Our evaluations of our three axiom weighting schemes on the two TREC
tracks show that different weighting schemes indeed yield different rankings with
varying effectiveness. For some queries, applying axiomatic re-ranking improves
the retrieval effectiveness compared to the BM25F baseline by up to 20% (e.g.,
airport security, or euro opposition). For some other queries, the effectiveness
drops of up to 20% for queries like amazon rain forest or marijuana potency. By
further manually varying the axiom weights, we have observed different effectiveness results such that learning optimal axiom weights from a set of labeled
training data is an interesting direction for future work. To ensure an efficient
training process, we are currently implementing an axiomatic re-ranking module
in the Capreolus information retrieval toolkit [17].
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Conclusion and Outlook

Our initial results show that an axiomatic re-ranking can improve the result quality for argumentative queries. This motivates further research in three directions:
(1) automatically identifying argumentative queries, i.e., deciding whether argumentative re-ranking is promising for a given query; (2) automatically assigning
the axiom weights; and (3) developing and adding new retrieval axioms that
capture more fine-grained aspects of argumentativeness and argument quality.
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